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Custom
Built to
Protect

A barndominium home, or a barndo, is a building that combines a barn with a condominium

– turning the large buildings into a beautiful living space. These steel builds are not only

beautiful, they’re also quite practical. Their spacious design gives the practical possibilities

for a workspace while providing all the comforts of a modern home.

With their open-concept floorplans and chic rustic style, it’s no wonder barndominiums are

becoming a popular choice for homebuilders. At Bunger Steel, we strive to take your vision

and help make it a reality.  We offer 15+ color selections for each metal building. This

includes the popular Corten Steel, our exclusive Bunger Rust and barnwood-inspired 

Bunger Barnwood. At Bunger Steel, we strive to take your vision and help make it a reality.

When you’re looking for barndominiums in Arizona, we can help you with your project. Our

building quote includes the metal building, engineering, insulation, delivery as well as

concrete and installation options, if selected.  

BARNDOMINIUM
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https://www.bungersteel.com/blog/news/why-your-home-should-be-made-of-steel/
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Storage
Protection
Production

Metal garages and workshops are so much more than just another outbuilding. They’re a

space to call your own. From the roof to the foundation and garage door, the best metal

accessory buildings protect all of your valuable items from the weather—and from other

people. They should also have enough space to support your needs five or even 10 years

down the road.

Meeting these needs is all about bringing the storage space and functionality together to

create an environment that keeps you productive.

That’s why Bunger Steel takes pride in our steel shop and metal garage solutions. We offer

something that will work for just about everyone, regardless of what it is you want to

accomplish.

We customize everything from the building itself to the garage door to your exact

specifications, so you always get what you need.

GARAGES
& WORKSHOPS
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Storage
Protection
Production

HANGARS
Bunger Steel aircraft hangars are constructed of the highest-quality steel, fabricated in our

own factory, so we can guarantee the strength, durability, and functionality of your

building. From a personal trainer with a 30-foot wingspan to a twin-engine corporate jet

with a wingspan of more than 90 feet, Bunger Steel will provide a custom-engineered

solution to securely and comfortably house any aircraft.

Whether you’re in the market for hangar designed to house a single plane, a multi-unit

hanger for investment, or even a large corporate airport, we have the tools, talent and

passion to make it happen.

At Bunger Steel, we’re incredibly proud of our forward-thinking work on airplane hangars

and related structures over the last 45 years. With Bunger Steel’s variety of corrugated wall

designs and nearly endless array of component options—from bi-fold and hydraulic-lift

doors to windows and accent moldings—your exact vision of your aircraft hangar can truly

take flight.
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THE 
BUNGER 
DIFFERENCE

www.bungersteel.com
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Design & Customization

Choosing Bunger Steel means working with

a single-source provider that can design,

engineer, fabricate, deliver, and install your

building in-house. 

Pre-Engineered

A pre-engineered metal building is a

structure built on site using pre-fabricated

components streamlined for a quick

construction. This is a cost-effective

alternative to conventional construction.

Manufactured in-house Quality & Convenience

We provide different options for delivery of

our products and coordinate with you

every step of the way.

Bunger Steel is not a broker, we are the

source and fabricator for our products.

Since 1974
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Custom
Built to
Protect

EQUESTRIAN
With Bunger Steel’s durable, affordable equestrian facilities, an extensive array of wide-

span frame options maximizes interior space while minimizing pillars that may obstruct

spectator sight lines. Our vast experience provides for easy grounds keeping and flexible

layout of activity arenas, livestock pens, holding areas, or storage.

Bunger Steel riding facility is built to withstand the rigors of regular use while maintaining

strength, durability, and an attractive façade. Riding enthusiasts will enjoy a well-

maintained arena that is sheltered from the elements, keeping it pristine for show jumping,

barrel racing, rodeos, and many other equine events.

As the largest builder of riding arenas in the Southwest, we have the most experience with

these types of structures, allowing our clients to avoid many of the costly pitfalls

encountered when erecting a new arena. From the smallest corrals to stadium events

attended by thousands of spectators, Bunger Steel’s custom structures and experienced

staff can save you thousands of dollars through single source accountability from project

start to finish. When building an equestrian center or riding arena, an expansive Bunger

Steel facility may be the next best thing to wide open spaces.
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Storage
Protection
Production

AGRICULTURAL
It is critical that your agricultural building is given precise weather and loading

requirements to last a lifetime. With Bunger Steel, functionality can still be beautiful. From

shelter for working farms to an entire equestrian riding center, Bunger Steel's agricultural

buildings are firmly rooted in value. 

Made from the highest-grade steel, our buildings are built to perform year after year.

Metal ag buildings make more sense than traditional construction because they can easily

adapt as you grow. 

Economical, efficient and friendlier to the environment, steel agricultural buildings make

more sense than traditional construction. Bunger Steel will design and build the exact

building you need to custom specifications. A wide variety of component options can

transform a simple shed into a multi-part maintenance area, feed storage location or

horse barn. 
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Custom
Built to
Protect

RV/MINI STORAGE
You need a mini-storage complex that is durable, attractive, and built to withstand the

elements and other hazards, including theft and fire. That’s why you need Bunger Steel.

Whether you’re planning a self storage facility with many units or an RV storage center

where clearances and maneuverability are important, Bunger Steel has a solution. We offer

complete design and development services to complement any unit mix.

With a colorful array of trim options, multiple door and entry styles and a variety of eave

heights, Bunger Steel will help you create a facility that is both functional and durable. 

Solid steel construction means your facility will maintain structural integrity in a wide range

of conditions, giving you and your customers an added sense of security. The collateral

savings of our efficient service doesn't cost...it pays. 

For storage facilities that have a lock on strength, quality, and value, trust Bunger Steel. It’s

our job to protect your assets. We insist on giving your customers real value for their

construction dollar.
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Storage
Protection
Production

COMMERCIAL
Metal buildings do more than just house your business. They also say a lot about you to

your customers and partners before anyone ever steps inside. That’s why you need a metal

structure that’s both sturdy and attractive—and our steel buildings fit the bill.

All of our commercial metal buildings are made using only the highest quality materials

and built to last a lifetime. Your steel structure can be fully customized to meet your

needs, leaving you with a finished product that represents your business in exactly the

right light.

When time is money, we help you save both. We’re a single-source provider, so everything

from the design and engineering to fabrication, delivery and installation happens entirely

in-house. 
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Custom
Built to
Protect

A church is place that brings people together and is a pillar of the community it serves.

Metal is one of the most reliably predictable materials available anywhere. It’s a far more

flexible material than wood, which allows for a good deal of freedom in the design phase.

Modern metal church buildings can convey a sense of strength while allowing an open,

inviting feel.

Many congregations choose metal church buildings because metal is a cost-effective

opportunity to bring exciting plans to life. Budget savings are extended even further when

you partner with Bunger Steel, because we’re a one-stop shop for everything from design

and engineering to the fabrication of individual components and installation.

Bunger Steel is honored to provide communities with metal church buildings and

community centers to protect and uplift all who enter its doors. 

WORSHIP
& COMMUNITY
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Storage
Protection
Production

WAREHOUSES
When you choose a pre-fab metal warehouse, you’re investing in a process that is typically

twice as fast and half the cost of traditional construction. You get state-of-the-art

materials that will stand up to whatever you throw at them, performing well year after year.

A metal warehouse brings the highest possible ROI on your business dollars.

Whether you need room for extra inventory or want to protect the equipment you’ve

invested in over the years, a metal warehouse is the ideal storage building for your growing

business.

At Bunger Steel, we handle absolutely everything aspect of your storage building in-house.

This includes the initial design of your metal warehouse as well as the fabrication and

manufacturing of all structural components. This allows us to fully customize every element

to accomplish your goals—from specific warehouse accessories to the amount of floor

space you need. We’re also happy to work with your current architect or construction team.

Over the last 45 years, we’ve worked with a small army of general contractors on metal

warehousing projects and will gladly lend insight and offer advice.
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Storage
Protection
Production

Our design process always starts with you. When it comes to pre-fabricated buildings,

“One size fits all” is a myth. Here’s how we do it:

Step 1: We listen to you. Every customer is unique, so why shouldn’t the same be true of the

steel breweries and restaurants we offer to people across Arizona and the southwest? Our

process always begins by taking the time to learn as much about you as possible.

Step 2: We focus on the quality. When you partner with Bunger Steel, you can rest easy

knowing that every last component was crafted by our team and a trusted network of

suppliers and contractors. This allows us to deliver superior quality and unmatched

attention to detail.

Step 3: We build lasting partnerships. Over the last 45 years, we’ve worked closely with

general contractors and architects, all in the name of making clients’ dreams come true.

Whether you’re looking for a consult or need us to deliver a complete building, we pull out

all the stops to make it happen.

BREWERIES
& RESTAURANTS
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SETTING
THE
STANDARD

35 Year Limited
Paint Warranty

 
20 Year Limited

Warranty on
Galvalume

 
20 Year Building

Warranty 
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Our team of experts can help you design the building you need with the

service you expect.  Bunger Steel buildings are constructed to last a

lifetime. Made from the highest-grade steel, fabricated in our own factory,

our structures are built to perform year after year. 
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PREMIUM SHADES TO ELEVATE 
YOUR NEXT PROJECT

DESIGNER
COLOR SERIES

B U N G E R  R U S T C O P P E R  P E N N Y C O R T E N

M A T T E  B L A C KB U N G E R  B A R N W O O D
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RUSTIC RED BLUE COLONY GREEN EMERALD GREEN

POLAR WHITE LIGHT STONE BEIGE SAHARA TAN

COCOA BROWN SLATE CHARCOAL ASH GRAY

COPPER PENNY CORTEN BUNGER RUST

MATTE BLACKBUNGER BARNWOOD GALVALUME

TSR 67 TSR 61 TSR 46 TSR 50

TSR 50

COLOR CHART IS FOR REFERENCE ONLY. SAMPLE CHIPS ARE AVAILABLE FOR FINAL COLOR MATCHING UPON REQUEST.
TSR IS THE TOTAL SOLAR REFLECTIVE VALUE FOR EACH COLOR.

BUNGERSTEEL.COM
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8112 W. BUCKEYE RD. PHOENIX, AZ 850431-800-3BUNGER

TSR 31 TSR 32 TSR 32

TSR 30TSR 36TSR 32TSR 36

TSR 46 TSR 29

TSR 25TSR 11
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STOP BY EMAIL USCALL US

8112 W BUCKEYE RD. 
PHOENIX, AZ 85043 

HOURS OF OPERATION:
 

MONDAY - FRIDAY
7:30 AM TO 4:30 PM

WILL CALL GATE
CLOSES AT 4 PM

GENERAL CUSTOMER SERVICE 
HELP@BUNGERSTEEL.COM

BUILDING SALES AND PRICING 
SALES@BUNGERSTEEL.COM

COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES 
COMPONENTS@BUNGERSTEEL.COM

EMPLOYMENT 
EMPLOYMENT@BUNGERSTEEL.COM

TO SPEAK WITH A CUSTOMER
SERVICE SPECIALIST CALL,

1-800-328-6437

ARIZONA'S PREMIER PRE-ENGINEERED  

STEE L  BU I LD ING  MANUFACTURER

OUR  CUSTOMERS :

IN ARIZONA: 623-936-7181
FAX: 623-936-7041
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Since 1974
Bunger Steel has been family owned and operated from

the start. Today, we are Arizona’s largest steel building

and components vendor, and have over 40,000 projects

constructed in the Southwestern United States.

Better By Design
Unlike most steel builders, Bunger is the actual fabricator,

not a broker, so you can be assured the product you

receive is of superior quality. From the solid structural

engineering of our buildings to the honesty and reliability

of everyone in our organization, integrity is the foundation

of every quality, pre-engineered structure we build.

locally crafted Structural integrity
Bunger Steel buildings are constructed to last a lifetime.

Made from the highest-grade steel, fabricated in our own

factory, our structures are built to perform year after year.

Choosing Bunger Steel means working with a single-

source provider that can design, engineer, fabricate,

deliver, and install your building in-house. 

Bunger Steel remains committed to the in-house

fabrication of our components and buildings. We

fabricate pre-engineered metal buildings to your

custom specifications not as a one-size-fits-all.

Because of this, our buildings often include details

that others in the industry add on after the fact.

O U R  S T O R Y



WWW .BUNGERSTEEL .COM  |  1-800-3BUNGER


